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Abstract
This article provides a geometric bridge between two entirely different character formulas
for reductive Lie groups and answers the question posed by Schmid (in: Deformation Theory
and Symplectic Geometry, Mathematical Physics Studies, Vol. 20, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Dordrecht, 1997, pp. 259–270).
A corresponding problem in the compact group setting was solved by Berline et al. (Heat
Kernels and Dirac Operators, Springer, Berlin, 1992) by an application of the theory of
equivariant forms and particularly the ﬁxed point integral localization formula. This article
(besides its representation-theoretical signiﬁcance) provides a whole family of examples where
it is possible to localize integrals to ﬁxed points with respect to an action of a noncompact
group. Moreover, a localization argument given here is not speciﬁc to the particular setting
considered in this article and can be extended to a more general situation.
There is a broadly accessible article (Libine, A Localization Argument for Characters of
Reductive Lie Groups: An Introduction and Examples, 2002, math.RT/0208024) which
explains how the argument works in the SLð2;RÞ case, where the key ideas are not obstructed
by technical details and where it becomes clear how it extends to the general case.
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1. Introduction
For motivation, let us start with the case of a compact group. Thus we consider a
connected compact group K and a maximal torus TCK : Let kR and tR denote the
Lie algebras of K and T ; respectively, and k; t be their complexiﬁed Lie algebras. Let
p be a ﬁnite-dimensional representation of K : We deﬁne a character on K by
YpðxÞ ¼def trðpðxÞÞ; xAK : Any ﬁnite-dimensional representation is completely
determined (up to isomorphism) by its character. We use the exponential map
exp : kR-K to deﬁne the character on the Lie algebra of the representation p:
yp ¼ ðdet expÞ1=2 exp Yp:
It is a smooth bounded function on kR: Because K is connected and compact, the
exponential map is surjective and generically nonsingular. Thus yp still determines
the representation.
Now let us assume that the representation p is irreducible. Then there are two
entirely different character formulas for yp—the Weyl character formula and
Kirillov’s character formula. Recall that the irreducible representations of K can be
enumerated by their highest weights which are elements of the weight lattice L in itR
intersected with a chosen Weyl chamber. Let l ¼ lðpÞAitR denote the highest weight
corresponding to p: Let W ¼ NKðtRÞ=T ; where NKðtRÞ is the normalizer of tR in K :
The set W is a ﬁnite group called the Weyl group; it acts on tR and hence on it

R: We
can choose a positive deﬁnite inner product /; S on itR invariant under W : Then
the Weyl character formula can be stated as follows:
ypjtRðtÞ ¼
X
wAW
ewðlþrÞðtÞQ
aAF;/wðlþrÞ;aS40 aðtÞ
;
where FCitR is the root system of kR; and rAit

R is a certain small vector independent
of p: Because yp is AdðKÞ-invariant and every AdðKÞ-orbit in kR meets tR; this
formula completely determines yp:
Kirillov’s character formula provides a totally different expression for the
irreducible characters on kR: The splitting kR ¼ tR"½tR; kR	 induces a dual splitting of
the vector space ikR; which allows us to think of l and r as lying in ik

R: The adjoint
action of K on kR has a dual action on ik

R called coadjoint representation. We deﬁne
Olþr ¼ K-orbit of lþ r in ikR:
It will be convenient to deﬁne the Fourier transform #j of a test function jACNc ðkRÞ
without the customary factor of i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1p in the exponent, as a function on ikR:
#jðzÞ ¼
Z
kR
jðxÞe/z;xS dx:
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Then Kirillov’s character formula describes yp as a distribution on kR:Z
kR
ypj dx ¼
Z
Olþr
#j db;
where db is the measure induced by the canonical symplectic structure of Olþr: In
other words,
#yp ¼ integration over Olþr:
Kirillov calls this the ‘‘universal formula’’ for irreducible characters.
The geometric relationship between these two formulas is even more striking. As a
homogeneous space, Olþr is isomorphic to the flag variety X ; i.e the variety of Borel
subalgebras bCk ¼ kR#RC: The Borel–Weil–Bott theorem can be regarded as an
explicit construction of a holomorphic K-equivariant line bundle Ll-X such that
the resulting representation of K in the cohomology groups is
HpðX ;OðLlÞÞ ¼ 0 if pa0;
H0ðX ;OðLlÞÞCp:
Then the Weyl character formula is a consequence of the Atiyah–Bott ﬁxed point
formula. On the other hand, Berline et al. proved in [BGV] Kirillov’s character
formula using the integral localization formula for K-equivariant forms. They
showed that the right-hand side of Kirillov’s character formula equals the right-hand
side of the Weyl character formula. Recall that integral of an equivariant form is a
function on kR; and the localization formula reduces integration of an equivariantly
closed form to summation over the zeroes of the vector ﬁeld in X generated by kAkR:
It is crucial for the localization formula to hold that the group K is compact.
Now let GR be a connected, linear, reductive Lie group. We let gR denote its Lie
algebra. Then most representations of interest have inﬁnite dimension. We always
consider representations on complete, locally convex Hausdorff topological vector
spaces and require that the action of GR is continuous. Let K be a maximal compact
subgroup of GR: A reasonable category of representations consists of admissible
representations of finite length. (A representation p has ﬁnite length if every
increasing chain of closed, invariant subspaces breaks off after ﬁnitely many steps; p
is admissible if its restriction to K contains any irreducible representation of K at
most ﬁnitely often.) Admissibility is automatic for irreducible unitary representa-
tions. Although trace of a linear operator in an inﬁnite-dimensional space cannot be
deﬁned in general, it is still possible to deﬁne a character yp as an AdðGRÞ-invariant
distribution on gR (see [A] for details).
Kashiwara and Schmid in their paper [KSch] generalize the Borel–Weil–Bott
construction. Instead of line bundles on the ﬂag variety X they consider GR-
equivariant sheaves F and, for each integer pAZ; they deﬁne representations of GR
in ExtpðF;OÞ: Such representations turn out to be admissible of ﬁnite length. Then
Schmid and Vilonen prove in [SchV2] two character formulas for these representa-
tions—the ﬁxed point character formula and the integral character formula. In the
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case when GR is compact, the former reduces to the Weyl character formula and the
latter—to Kirillov’s character formula. The ﬁxed point formula was conjectured by
Kashiwara [K], and its proof uses a generalization of the Lefschetz ﬁxed point
formula to sheaf cohomology due to Goresky and MacPherson [GM]. On the other
hand, Rossmann [R] established existence of an integral character formula over an
unspeciﬁed Borel–Moore cycle. Schmid and Vilonen prove the integral character
formula where integration takes place over the characteristic cycle ofF; ChðFÞ; and
their proof depends totally on representation theory.
The equivalence of these two formulas can be stated in terms of the sheaves F
alone, without any reference to their representation-theoretic signiﬁcance. In the
announcement [Sch] Schmid posed a question: ‘‘Can this equivalence be seen directly
without a detour to representation theory, just as in the compact case.’’
In this article I provide such a geometric link. I introduce a localization technique
which allows to localize integrals to the zeroes of vector ﬁelds on X generated by the
inﬁnitesimal action of gR: Thus, in addition to a representation-theoretical result, we
obtain a whole family of examples where it is possible to localize integrals to ﬁxed
points with respect to an action of a noncompact group. Moreover, the localization
argument given here is not speciﬁc to this particular setting and can be extended to a
more general situation.
There is a broadly accessible article [L] that explains how the argument works in
the SL (2, R) case, where the key ideas are not obstructed by technical details and
where it becomes clear how it extends to the general case.
I express my deep gratitude to my thesis advisor Wilfried Schmid for teaching me
how to approach research problems, suggesting this topic for my dissertation,
introducing me to representation theory, his constructive criticism and his moral
support.
2. Setup
In these notes we try to keep the same notations as Schmid and Vilonen use in
[SchV2] as much as possible. That is they ﬁx a connected, complex algebraic,
reductive group G which is deﬁned over R: The representations they consider are
representations of a real form GR of G—in other words, GR is a subgroup of G lying
between the group of real points GðRÞ and the identity component GðRÞ0: They
regard GR as a reductive Lie group and denote by g and gR the Lie algebras of G and
GR; respectively, they also denote by X the ﬂag variety of G:
If gAg is an element of the Lie algebra, we denote by VFg the vector ﬁeld on X
generated by g: if xAX and fACNðXÞ; then
VFgðxÞ f ¼ d
de
f ðexpðegÞ  xÞ

e¼0
:
We call a point xAX a fixed point of g if the vector ﬁeld VFg on X vanishes at x; i.e.
VFgðxÞ ¼ 0:
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In this paragraph we explain the general picture, but since objects mentioned here
will not play any role in what follows they will not be deﬁned, rather the reader is
referred to [SchV2]. Schmid and Vilonen denote by h the universal Cartan algebra.
They pick an element lAh and introduce the ‘‘GR-equivariant derived category on
X with twist ðl
 rÞ’’ denoted by DGRðX Þl: They also introduce OX ðlÞ; the twisted
sheaf of holomorphic functions on X ; with twist ðl
 rÞ: Then, for FADGRðXÞ
l;
they deﬁne a virtual representation of GRX
p
ð
1Þp ExtpðDF;OX ðlÞÞ; ð1Þ
where DFADGRðX Þl denotes the Verdier dual of F: It was shown in [KSch] that
each ExtpðDF;OX ðlÞÞ is admissible of ﬁnite length. In particular, this representation
has a gR-character y: We think of a character as an AdðGRÞ-invariant linear
functional deﬁned on the space of smooth compactly supported differential forms j
on gR of top degree, and write
R
gR
yj for the value of y at j:
Then Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 of [A] say that the character y is given by
integration against a function FyAL1locðgRÞ:Z
gR
yj ¼
Z
gR
Fyj:
This function Fy is invariant under the adjoint action of GR on gR; and the restriction
of Fy to the set of regular semisimple elements of gR can be represented by an
analytic function.
There are two formulas expressing the character y of the virtual representation (1)
as a distribution on gR: We will start with the right-hand side of the integral
character formula Z
gR
yj ¼ 1ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
and show that it is equivalent to the right-hand side of the ﬁxed point character
formula
Z
gR
yj ¼
Z
gR
Fyj; FyðgÞ ¼
XjW j
k¼1
mxkðgÞe
/g;lxk ðgÞS
axkðgÞ;1ðgÞyaxkðgÞ;nðgÞ
;
where x1;y; xk are the ﬁxed points of g and integers mxkðgÞ’s are the local invariants
of F: This way we will obtain a new proof of the integral character formula.
Because both character formulas depend on FADGRðX Þ
l only through its
characteristic cycle ChðFÞ; we can simply replaceF with a GR-equivariant sheaf on
the ﬂag variety X with the same characteristic cycle. We will use the same notation
F to denote this GR-equivariant sheaf on X : Let n ¼ dimC X ; let p : TX7X be the
projection map, and equip gR with some orientation. We will make an elementary
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calculation of the integral
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn; ð2Þ
where j is a smooth compactly supported differential form on gR of top degree,
#jðzÞ ¼
Z
gR
e/g;zSj ðgAgR; zAgÞ
is its Fourier transform (without the customary factor of i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1p in the exponent),
ml : T
X-g is the twisted moment map deﬁned in [SchV1] and tl; s are 2-forms on
X and TX ; respectively, deﬁned in [SchV2]. The form s is the complex algebraic
symplectic form on TX : On the other hand, the precise deﬁnition of the form tl will
not be important. What will be important, however, is that, for each gAg; the 2n-
form on TX
e/g;mlðzÞSð
sþ ptlÞn ð3Þ
is closed. By Lemma 3.16 in [SchV2], integral (2) converges absolutely. This is true
essentially because the Fourier transform #j is holomorphic on g and decays rapidly
in the imaginary directions. Because form (3) is not AdðGRÞ-invariant, at this point it
is not even clear that the distribution deﬁned by (2) is AdðGRÞ-invariant.
Remark 1. One can give a direct proof that the distribution
*y :j/*yðjÞ ¼ 1ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
is AdðGRÞ-invariant and that *y is an eigendistribution of every biinvariant
differential operator on GR: Then Theorem 3.3 from [A] will imply that there exists
a function F˜AL1locðgRÞ such that
*yðjÞ ¼
Z
gR
F˜j;
this function F˜ is invariant under the adjoint action of GR on gR; and the restriction
of F˜ to the set of regular semisimple elements of gR can be represented by an analytic
function.
However, this information would not make our computation of integral (2) any
easier and it will follow automatically from the corresponding statement for the ﬁxed
point character formula.
When lAh is regular, the twisted moment map ml is a real analytic
diffeomorphism of TX onto OlCg—the orbit of l under the coadjoint action of
G on g: Let sl denote the canonical G-invariant complex algebraic symplectic form
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on Ol: Then e/g;zSðslÞn is a holomorphic 2n-form of maximal possible degree, hence
closed. Proposition 3.3 in [SchV2] says that mlðslÞ ¼ 
sþ ptl: This shows that, for
l regular, gAg;
e/g;mlðzÞSð
sþ ptlÞn ¼ mlðe/g;zSðslÞnÞ
is a closed 2n-form on TX : Note that neither map ml nor form (3) is holomorphic.
Because the form e/g;mlðzÞSð
sþ ptlÞn depends on l real analytically and the set of
regular elements is dense in h; we conclude that the form in Eq. (3) is closed.
If lAh is regular, then we can rewrite our integral (2) as
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn ¼
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ðmlÞ ChðFÞ
#jðslÞn:
This is a Rossmann type character formula. Rossmann [R] established existence of
an integral character formula over an unspeciﬁed Borel–Moore cycle in the coadjoint
orbit Ol: This expression tells us that we can choose Rossmann’s cycle to be
ðmlÞ ChðFÞ:
Fix a norm jj:jj on g: Then the moment map m induces a vector bundle norm on
TX : for zATX its norm will be jjmðzÞjj: We will use the same notation jj:jj for this
norm too.
Let g0R denote the set of regular semisimple elements gAgR which satisfy the
following additional property: If tRCgR and tCg are the unique Cartan subalgebras
in gR and g; respectively, containing g; aAt
 is a (complex) root such that
ReðaÞjtRc0; then ReðaðgÞÞa0:
Since the complement of g0R in gR has measure zero, we can replace integration
over gR by integration over g
0
R: Then
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
¼ lim
R-N
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
gRðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn
¼ lim
R-N
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
g0
R
ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn: ð4Þ
(Of course, the orientation on g0R  ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ is induced by the product
orientation on gR  ChðFÞ:)
We will interchange the order of integration: integrate over the characteristic cycle
ﬁrst and only then perform integration over g0R: The integrand is an equivariant form
with respect to some compact real form URCG: But UR does not preserve ChðFÞ
(unless ChðFÞ is a multiple of the zero section of TX equipped with some
orientation). Each gAg0R has exactly jW j ﬁxed points on X ; where jW j is the order of
the Weyl group. We regard integral (4) as an integral of a closed differential form
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn over a chain in g0R  ðTX-fjjzjjpRgÞ:
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Because the closure of a GR-orbit on X may be extremely singular, same is true of
ChðFÞ: We will use the open embedding theorem of Schmid and Vilonen [SchV1] to
construct a deformation of ChðFÞ into a simple cycle of the following kind:
m1T

x1
X þ?þ mjW jTxjW jX ;
where m1;y; mjW j are some integers, x1;y; xjW j are the points in X ﬁxed by gAg0R;
and each cotangent space Txk X is given some orientation. This is very similar to the
classical Morse’s lemma which says that if we have a smooth real valued function f
on a manifold M; then the sublevel sets fmAM; f ðmÞoag and fmAM; f ðmÞobg
can be deformed one into the other as long as there are no critical values of f in an
open interval containing a and b: To ensure that integral (4) behaves well, we will
stay during the process of deformation inside the set
fðg; zÞAg0R  TX ; Reð/g; mðzÞSÞp0g:
After that we deﬁne another deformation YtðgÞ : TX-TX ; where gAg0R; tA½0; 1	:
It has the following meaning. In the classical proof of the Fourier inversion formula
jðgÞ ¼ 1
ð2piÞdimC g
Z
zAig
R
#jðzÞe
/g;zS
we multiply the integrand by a term like e
tjjzjj
2
to make it integrable over gR  igR;
and then let t-0þ: The deformation YtðgÞ has a very similar effect—it makes our
integrand an L1-object. Lemma 19 says that this substitute is permissible. Its proof is
very technical, but the idea is quite simple. The difference between the original
integral (4) and the deformed one is expressed by an integral of e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ
ptlÞn over a certain cycle C˜ðRÞ supported in g0R  ðTX-fjjzjj ¼ RgÞ which
depends on R by scaling along the ﬁber. Recall that the Fourier transform #j decays
rapidly in the imaginary directions which is shown by an integration by parts. We
modify this integration by parts argument to prove a similar statement about
behavior of the integrand on the support of C˜ðRÞ as R-N: Hence the difference of
integrals in question tends to zero.
The key ideas are the deformation of ChðFÞ; the deﬁnition of YtðgÞ : TX-TX
and Lemma 19. Because of the right deﬁnition of YtðgÞ; Lemma 19 holds and our
calculation of integral (4) becomes very simple. We will see that, as R-N and
t-0þ; the integral will concentrate more and more inside TU ; where U is a
neighborhood of the set of ﬁxed points of g in X : In the limit, we obtain the right-
hand side of the ﬁxed point character formula. This means that integral (2) is
localized at the ﬁxed points of g:
The following convention will be in force throughout these notes: whenever A is a
subset of B; we will denote the inclusion map A+B by jA+B:
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3. Deformations of characteristic cycles
Recall the notion of families of cycles introduced by Schmid and Vilonen in
[SchV1].
Let M be a complex manifold, G a constructible sheaf on M and U a constructible
open subset of M: Then we denote by GU the sheaf
ð jU+MÞ!3ð jU+MÞðGÞ:
We can calculate the characteristic cycle of GU using the open embedding theorem of
Schmid and Vilonen [SchV1]. So let f be a constructible function deﬁning U : That is
f is a constructible real-valued C2-function deﬁned on an open neighborhood of
the closure %UCM such that f is strictly positive on U and the boundary @U is pre-
cisely the zero set of f : We regard df as a subset of TM: Suppose a40 is such
that jChðGÞj and df do not intersect over V ¼ fuAU ; 0of ðuÞoag; i.e.
jChðGÞj-df-TV ¼ |: For eA½0; aÞ deﬁne Ue ¼ fuAU ; f ðuÞ4eg; in particular
U0 ¼ U : Now, for each eAð0; aÞ; we can consider a cycle ChðGUeÞ in TM: Next
proposition asserts that these cycles piece together to form a family of cycles in TM
and this family has limit ChðGUÞ as e-0þ:
Proposition 2. Suppose that jChðGÞj-df-TV ¼ |: Then there exists a family Cð0;aÞ
of ðdimR MÞ-dimensional cycles in TM parameterized by ð0; aÞ such that, for each
eAð0; aÞ; the specialization at e; Ce; is equal to ChðGUeÞ: Moreover,
lim
e-0þ
Ce ¼ lim
e-0þ
ChðGUeÞ ¼ ChðGU Þ:
Proof. Let p : ð0; aÞ  M7M be the projection. We have a function f˜ ðe; mÞ ¼
f ðmÞ 
 e deﬁned on an open neighborhood of the closure ð0; aÞ  U in ð0; aÞ  M: It
deﬁnes an open set
U˜ ¼ fxAð0; aÞ  U ; f˜ ðxÞ40g ¼ fðe; uÞAð0; aÞ  U ; f ðuÞ4eg:
Let us consider a family of cycles C00I in T
ð0; aÞ  TM parameterized by some open
interval I ¼ ð0; bÞ calculating the cycle Chðð pGÞU˜Þ:
C00s ¼ Chðð pGÞjU˜Þ 
 s
df˜
f˜
; lim
s-0þ
C00s ¼ Chðð pGÞU˜Þ:
Lemma 3. The projection map p˜ : I  Tð0; aÞ  TM7I  ð0; aÞ  TM is proper
on the support jC00I j:
This is where the assumption that the intersection jChðGÞj-df-TV is empty is
used. We will assume this lemma for now and give an argument later.
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Because the projection map p˜ : I  Tð0; aÞ  TM7I  ð0; aÞ  TM is proper
on the support jC0I j; p˜ sends C00I into a cycle C0I in I  ð0; aÞ  TM which is a family
of cycles in ð0; aÞ  TM: Let Cð0;aÞ ¼ lims-0þ C0I : It is clear that Ce ¼ ChðGUeÞ
which proves the ﬁrst part of the proposition.
To prove that lime-0þ Ce ¼ ChðGUÞ we need to show that if we regard Cð0;aÞ as a
chain in ½0; aÞ  TM; then @Cð0;aÞ ¼ 
ChðGUÞ: We can also view C0I as a family of
cycles in I  TM parameterized by ð0; aÞ: Let CI ¼ lime-0þ C0I : It is clear that CI
is nothing else but 
ðChðGjUÞ 
 s dff Þ: (The negative sign appears because of
orientation matters.) If we consider C0I as a chain in ½0; bÞ  ½0; aÞ  TM; then its
boundary @C0I is a cycle which can be written as a sum of two chains: @C
0
I ¼

Cð0;aÞ 
 CI : This is a cycle and there is no boundary, hence:
lim
e-0þ
Ce ¼ 
@Cð0;aÞ ¼ @CI ¼ 
 lim
s-0þ
CI ¼ lim
s-0þ
ChðGjUÞ 
 s
df
f
 
¼ ChðGUÞ:
It remains to prove Lemma 3.
Proof of Lemma 3. Fix a smooth inner product on TM: It induces a metric which
we denote by jj:jj: To prove that the projection map p˜ : I  Tð0; aÞ  TM7I 
ð0; aÞ  TM is proper on the support jC00I j we need to show that the inverse image of
a compact set K˜CI  ð0; aÞ  TM is compact. We can always enlarge K˜ which
allows us to assume that
K˜ ¼ ½s0; s1	  ½e0; e1	  fz; zATmM; mAK; jjzjjpRg
for some 0os0os1ob; 0oe0oe1oa; R40 and some compact set KCM:
There exists an angle a40 such that whenever mAK-suppG-U and
e0pf ðmÞpe1þa2 ; the open cone around df ðmÞ in TmM;
Coneaðdf ðmÞÞ ¼ fzATmM\f0g; the angle between z and df ðmÞ is less than ag;
does not intersect jChðGÞj: We will assume that aop=2:
The preimage of K˜ is
ðr de; s; e; zÞAR de K˜; zATU ; ðr de; e; zÞA jChðð pGÞjU˜Þj 
 s
df˜
f˜
	 
	 

¼ ðr de; s; e; zÞAR de K˜; zATU ; ðr de; e; zÞA jChðð pGÞjU˜Þj 
 s
df 
 de
f 
 e
	 
	 

¼ fðr de; s; e; zÞAR de K˜; zATmM; f ðmÞ4e; zA jChðGjUÞj 
 s
df
f 
 e
	 

; r ¼ s
f 
 e


:
When f ðmÞ4e1þa
2
; r is bounded from above by s1
2
a
e1: Suppose now that f ðmÞpe1þa2 :
Conditions zATmM; zAfjChðGjUÞj 
 s dff
eg and jChðGÞj-Coneaðdf ðmÞÞ ¼ | mean
that z ¼ *z
 s df
f
e for some *zAjChðGjUÞj and the angle between *z and s dff
e is at least
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a: It follows that
sin a s
df
f 
 e ðmÞ



pjjzjjpR;
which in turn implies
s
jjdf jj
f 
 e ðmÞp
R
sin a
:
Let D be the minimum of jjdf jj on
K-suppðGÞ- mAU ; e0pf ðmÞpe1 þ a
2
n o
;
D40: Then r ¼ s
f
e can be at most
R
D sin a: On the other hand, rX0: Thus r lies
between 0 and maxfs1 2a
e1; RD sin ag: This proves that the preimage of K˜ has bounded
r-coordinate, hence compact. This ﬁnishes the proof of Lemma 3 and the
proposition. &
For each eAð0; aÞ; we can consider a different cycle:
ChððRjUe+MÞ3ð jUe+MÞðGÞÞ ¼ ChðRGUeGÞ:
There is a similar result about these cycles too which we will also use. Note that in
the intersection condition the section df is replaced with 
df :
Proposition 4. Suppose that jChðGÞj-
 df-TV ¼ |: Then there exists a
family Cð0;aÞ of ðdimR MÞ-dimensional cycles in TM parameterized by ð0; aÞ
such that, for each eAð0; aÞ; the specialization at e; Ce; is equal to ChðRGUeGÞ:
Moreover,
lim
e-0þ
Ce ¼ lim
e-0þ
ChðRGUeGÞ ¼ ChðRGUGÞ ¼ ChððRjU+MÞ3ð jU+MÞðGÞÞ:
Proof of this proposition is completely analogous.
Recall that, in general, if C˜ð0;aÞ is a family of cycles in some space Z; then
lime-0þ C˜e ¼ C˜0 means that if we regard C˜ð0;aÞ as a chain in ½0; aÞ  Z; then @C˜ð0;aÞ ¼

C˜0: Thus it is natural to deﬁne lime-a
 C˜e by setting
lim
e-a

C˜e ¼ @C˜ð0;aÞ;
where C˜ð0;aÞ is regarded as a chain in ð0; a	  Z:
The following observation is completely trivial, but will play a very important role.
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Remark 5. Let Cð0;aÞ be a family of cycles in TM as in Propositions 2 or 4. Recall
that a family of cycles Cð0;aÞ is a cycle in ð0; aÞ  TM: We can regard it as a chain in
½0; a	  TM: Let p : ½0; a	  TM7TM be the projection. Then pðCð0;aÞÞ is a conic
Borel–Moore ðdimR M þ 1Þ-chain in TM such that
@ð pðCð0;aÞÞÞ ¼ lim
e-a

Ce 
 lim
e-0þ
Ce:
In particular, the cycles lime-0þ Ce and lime-a
 Ce are homologous. In the situation
of Proposition 2, the support of pðCð0;aÞÞ lies in the closure
fjChGj-TU 
 s df ; sX0g:
Similarly, in the situation of Proposition 4, the support of pðCð0;aÞÞ lies in
fjChGj-TU þ s df ; sX0g
(notice the difference in signs of s df ).
Remark 6. Let Cð0;aÞ be a family of cycles in TM as in Proposition 2 (respectively,
Proposition 4). Suppose that there is b4a such that the condition
jChðGÞj-df-TV˜ ¼ |; (respectively jChðGÞj-
 df-TV˜ ¼ |) is satisﬁed on a
bigger open set V˜ ¼ fuAU ; 0of ðuÞobg; then it is easy to show that
lim
e-a

Ce ¼ Ca:
But in general, lime-a
 Ce need not equal Ca:
This construction is similar to the classical Morse’s lemma. Recall that it says that
if we have a smooth real valued function f on a manifold M; then the sublevel sets
fmAM; f ðmÞoag and fmAM; f ðmÞobg can be deformed one into the other as
long as there are no critical values of f in an open interval containing a and b:
4. Deformation of ChðFÞ in TX
Recall that we view F not as an element of the ‘‘GR-equivariant derived category
on X with twist ð
l
 rÞ’’ denoted in [SchV2] by DGRðX Þ
l; but simply as a GR-
equivariant sheaf on the ﬂag variety X with the same characteristic cycle. In this
section we start with an element g0Ag0R and the characteristic cycle ChðFÞ of a GR-
equivariant sheaf F on the ﬂag variety X and use general results of the previous
section to deform ChðFÞ into a cycle of the form
m1T

x1
X þ?þ mjW jTxjW jX ;
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where m1;y; mjW j are some integers, x1;y; xjW j are the points in X ﬁxed by g0; and
each cotangent space Txk X is given some orientation. Moreover, to ensure good
behavior of our integral (4), we will stay during the process of deformation inside
the set
fzATX ; Reð/g0; mðzÞSÞp0g: ð5Þ
The precise result is stated in Proposition 13. This deformation will help us calculate
integral (4).
Remark 7. Suppose G is a sheaf on a manifold M and Z is a locally closed subset of
M: Let i : Z+M be the inclusion. Then Kashiwara and Schapira introduce in
[KaScha, Chapter II], a sheaf i!3iðGÞ denoted by GZ: If Z0 is closed in Z; then they
prove existence of a distinguished triangle
GZ\Z0-GZ-GZ0 :
Hence
ChðGZÞ ¼ ChðGZ\Z0 Þ þ ChðGZ0 Þ:
Pick an element g0Ag0R and let tCg be the unique (complex) Cartan subalgebra
containing g0: LetCCt be the root system of g with respect to t: Pick a positive root
system CpCC such that Reðaðg0ÞÞp0 for all aACp: Let Bg0CG be the Borel
subgroup whose Lie algebra contains t and the positive root spaces. The action of
Bg0 on X has jW j orbits O1;y; OjW j: Each orbit Ok is a locally closed subset. Hence
it follows from Remark 7 that, as an element of the K-group of the category of
bounded complexes of R-constructible sheaves on X ; our sheaf F is equivalent to
FO1 þ?þFOjW j ; and so
ChðFÞ ¼ ChðFO1Þ þ?þ ChðFOjW j Þ:
The idea is to deform each summand ChðFOkÞ separately. Let xkAX be the
only point in Ok ﬁxed by g0; it determines a Borel subalgebra bkCg consisting
of all elements of g ﬁxing xk: This Borel subalgebra bk in turn determines a positive
root system (different from Cp) such that bk contains t and all the negative
root spaces. Let nk be the nilpotent subalgebra of g containing all the positive
root spaces with respect to bk; so that g ¼ bk"nk as linear spaces. Deﬁne a
subset Cpk CC
p by
Cpk ¼ faACp; naCnkg;
where na is the a-root space in g: We break Cpk into two subsets:
Cok ¼ faACpk ; Reðaðg0ÞÞo0g and C0k ¼ faACpk ; Reðaðg0ÞÞ ¼ 0g:
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Next we deﬁne three nilpotent subalgebras of nk:
nok ¼ "
aACo
k
na; n
0
k ¼ "
aAC0
k
na and n
4
k ¼ "
aeCp
k
;naCnk
na:
Of course, nk ¼ nok "n0k"n4k as linear spaces.
We deﬁne a map cg0;k : nk-X ; n/expðnÞ  xk: Then cg0;k is a diffeomorphism of
nk onto its image. Let Uk ¼ cg0;kðnkÞ be this image.
We decompose the nilpotent algebra nk into root spaces with respect to t: nk ¼
"nl¼1 naxk ;l : We will assume that the roots axk ;1;y; axk ;n are enumerated so that
n0k ¼"ml¼1 naxk ;l : Each naxk ;l is a one-dimensional complex vector space, so we can
choose a linear coordinate zl : naxk ;l *-C: Deﬁne a norm jj:jjk on nk by jjzjjk ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jz1j2 þ?þ jznj2
q
:
Recall that we denote by VFg the vector ﬁeld on X generated by gAg: if xAX and
fACNðXÞ; then
VFgðxÞ f ¼ d
de
f ðexpðegÞ  xÞ

e¼0
:
Then
/g; mðzÞS ¼ /VFg; zS: ð6Þ
Lemma 8. For each g˜At; the vector field VFg˜ is expressed in the coordinate system
cg0;k by
axk ;1ðg˜Þz1
@
@z1
þ?þ axk ;nðg˜Þzn
@
@zn
: ð7Þ
Proof. Let TCG be the connected Lie subgroup generated by t; T is a Cartan
subgroup of G: First, we observe that the map cg0;k : nk-X is T-equivariant.
Indeed, if nAnk and tAT ; then
cg0;kðt  nÞ ¼ expðAdðtÞðnÞÞ  xk
¼ðt expðnÞt
1Þ  xk ¼ ðt expðnÞÞ  xk ¼ t  cg0;kðnÞ:
For nAnk ¼"nl¼1 naxk ;l ; say n ¼ ðnaxk ;1 ;y; naxk ;nÞ; we obtain using the T-equivariance
of cg0;k that
eeg˜  cg0;kðnÞ ¼cg0;kðAdðeeg˜Þðnaxk ;1 ;y; naxk ;nÞÞ
¼cg0;kðeaxk ;1ðeg˜Þnaxk ;1 ;y; eaxk ;nðeg˜Þnaxk ;nÞ:
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That is,
eeg˜  cg0;kðz1;y; znÞ ¼ cg0;kðeeaxk ;1ðg˜Þz1;y; eeaxk ;nðg˜ÞznÞ;
and the lemma follows from the deﬁnition of VFg˜: &
Observe that the restriction cg0;kjnok "n0k is a diffeomorphism of n
o
k "n
0
k onto Ok:
Let N0k ¼ cg0;kðn0kÞ; it is a closed subset of Ok:
If g0 lies in a split Cartan tRCgR; then n
0
k ¼ 0 and N0k ¼ fxkg: On the other
extreme, if the Cartan subalgebra tRCgR containing g0 is compact, then n
0
k ¼ nk and
N0k ¼ Ok:
Lemma 9. The GR-orbit of xk intersected with N
0
k (i.e. GR  xk-N0k ) contains an open
neighborhood of xk in N
0
k :
Proof. Recall that bk denotes the Borel subalgebra in g consisting of all elements of g
ﬁxing xk and that we have g ¼ bk"nk as linear spaces. The tangent space of the ﬂag
variety X at xk can be naturally identiﬁed with g=bkCnk: It follows that to prove
that GR  xk-N0k contains an open neighborhood of xk in N0k it is enough to show
that gR þ bk*n0k:
So pick a root aAC such that the root space naCn0k; i.e. Reðaðg0ÞÞ ¼ 0: By
deﬁnition, g0R consists of regular semisimple elements g˜AgR which satisfy the
following additional property: If *tRCgR and *tCg are the unique Cartan subalgebras
in gR and g; respectively, containing g˜; and bA*t
 is a (complex) root such that
ReðbÞj*tRc0; then Reðbðg˜ÞÞa0: Hence Reðaðg0ÞÞ ¼ 0 implies that ReðaÞjtR  0:
The Lie subalgebras na"n
a"½na; n
a	 and gR-ðna"n
a"½na; n
a	Þ
of g are isomorphic to slð2;CÞ and slð2;RÞ; respectively. Then ReðaÞjtR  0
implies that *tR ¼ gR-ðn
a"½na; n
a	Þ is a compact Cartan subalgebra of
gR-ðna"n
a"½na; n
a	ÞCslð2;RÞ: It is a well-known property of slð2;RÞ that if
*tR is a compact Cartan of slð2;RÞ and *bCslð2;CÞ is a complex Borel subalgebra
containing *tR; then
slð2;RÞ þ *b ¼ slð2;CÞ:
In particular,
ðgR-ðna"n
a"½na; n
a	ÞÞ þ ðn
a"½na; n
a	Þ*na;
and gR þ bk*na: Since this is true for all root spaces naCn0k; gR þ bk*n0k: &
This lemma implies that there exists an r40 such that
cg0;kðfn0An0k; jjn0jjko2rgÞCðGR  xk-N0kÞ: ð8Þ
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Let Bk be the image under cg0;k of the open cylinder of radius r in n
o
k "n
0
k:
Bk ¼ cg0;kðfðno; n0; n4ÞAnok "n0k"n4k ¼ nk; n4 ¼ 0; jjn0jjkorgÞ:
Bk is an open subset of Ok; and if n0k ¼ 0 (i.e. the Cartan algebra tRCgR containing
g0 is split), then Bk ¼ Ok:
According to Remark 7 we have a distinguished triangle:
FBk-FOk-FOk\Bk ;
and hence
ChðFOkÞ ¼ ChðFBkÞ þ ChðFOk\BkÞ:
Recall that tRCgR is the Cartan subalgebra containing g0: Let TRCGR be the
connected Lie subgroup generated by tR: Note that because we require TR to be
connected it may not be a Cartan subgroup of GR: Recall thatF is GR-equivariant.
Hence ChðGÞ is TR-invariant, and so
Reð/g; mðzÞSÞ ¼ Reð/VFg; zSÞ ¼ 0
for all gAtR and all zAjChðGÞj:
Similarly, because each of the sets Ok; Bk and Ok\Bk is TR-invariant, the sheaves
FOk ; FBk and FOk\Bk are TR-equivariant, their characteristic cycles are TR-
invariant, and Reð/g; mðzÞSÞ ¼ 0 for all gAtR and all z in jChðFOkÞj; jChðFBkÞj and
jChðFOk\BkÞj:
Lemma 10. The cycle ChðFOk\BkÞ is homologous to the zero cycle inside the set
fzATX ; Reð/g0; mðzÞSÞp0g:
Proof. If n0k ¼ 0; then Ok\Bk ¼ | and we are done. So let us suppose that n0ka0:
The sheaf FOk\Bk is the extraordinary direct image of a sheaf on Uk:
FOk\Bk ¼ ð jUk+X Þ!3ð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞ:
Let f : Uk-R be the function deﬁned by f ðexpðnÞ  xkÞ ¼ e
jjnjj2k : This function
extends by zero to a smooth function on all of X : It follows from Lemma 8 that, for
each xAOk; Reð/g0; mðdf ðxÞÞSÞ ¼ Reð/VFg0 ; df ðxÞSÞX0:
By the open embedding theorem,
ChðFOk\Bk Þ ¼Chðð jUk+X Þ!3ð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ
¼ lim
s-0þ
Chðð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ 
 s
df
f
:
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In particular, there exists a chain C in TX such that
@C ¼ ChðFOk\BkÞ 
 Chðð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ 

df
f
 
and the support of this chain lies inside set (5). Note that
Chðð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ 

df
f
is a cycle in TM whose support lies inside TU :
Recall that the roots axk ;1;y; axk ;n are enumerated so that n
0
k ¼"ml¼1 naxk ;l ; i.e. the
complex numbers axk ;1ðg0Þ;y; axk ;mðg0Þ are purely imaginary (and nonzero). So let
us write
axk ;1ðg0Þ ¼ i *axk ;1ðg0Þ;y; axk ;mðg0Þ ¼ i*axk ;mðg0Þ:
If we write each zl as xl þ iyl ; then formula (7) in Lemma 8 expressing the vector ﬁeld
VFg0 on X generated by g0 in the coordinate system cg0;k becomes
*axk ;1ðg0Þ 
y1
@
@x1
þ x1 @
@y1
 
þ?þ *axk ;mðg0Þ 
ym
@
@xm
þ xm @
@ym
 
þ bmþ1ðxmþ1; ymþ1Þ
@
@xmþ1
þ b0mþ1ðxmþ1; ymþ1Þ
@
@ymþ1
þ?þ bnðxn; ynÞ
@
@xn
þ b0nðxn; ynÞ
@
@yn
;
for some real coefﬁcients
bmþ1ðxmþ1; ymþ1Þ; b0mþ1ðxmþ1; ymþ1Þ;y; bnðxn; ynÞ; b0nðxn; ynÞ:
which depend linearly on respective ðxl ; ylÞ and also depend on g0: Deﬁne a 1-form Z
on nk to be
Z ¼ *a1ðg0Þj*a1ðg0Þj ðy1 dx1 
 x1 dy1Þ þ?þ
*amðg0Þ
j*amðg0Þj ðym dxm 
 xm dymÞ:
We can regard Z as a form on Uk via the diffeomorphism cg0;k: Then
Reð/g0; mðZðcg0;kðno; n0; n4ÞÞÞSÞ ¼ 
j*a1ðg0Þjðx21 þ y21Þ 
?
 j*amðg0Þjðx2m þ y2mÞ;
which is at most

r2 minfj*a1ðg0Þj;y; j*amðg0Þjg
on Ok\Bk:
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Finally, deﬁne a ð2n þ 1Þ-chain in TX
C˜ ¼ 
 Chðð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ 

df
f
 
þ tZ; tA½0;NÞ:
Then
@C˜ ¼ Chðð jOk\Bk+UkÞ!ðFjOk\BkÞÞ 

df
f
and the support jC˜j lies in set (5). &
Our next task is to deform ChðFBkÞ: Let G ¼FBk ¼ ð jBk+X Þ!3ð jBk+X ÞðFÞ:
Let g : ½0;NÞ-½1;NÞ be a constructible C2-function such that gð½0; 4r2	Þ ¼ f1g
and gðtÞ ¼ t for t sufﬁciently large. We deﬁne a function f : Uk-R by
f ðcg0;kðno þ n0 þ n4ÞÞ ¼ expð
ðgðjjn0jj2kÞ 
 jjnojj2k 
 jjn4jj2kÞ ð9Þ
and extend it by zero to a smooth function on all of X : It follows from Lemma 8
that, for each x in the closure Bk; Reð/g0; mðdf ðxÞÞSÞ ¼ Reð/VFg0 ; df ðxÞSÞX0:
Moreover, if we deﬁne
V ¼ fuAUk; 0of ðuÞo1g ¼ Uk\ f 
1ð1Þ;
then Reð/VFg0 ; dhSÞ is strictly positive on V-Bk: Since suppðGÞCBk; the condition
jChðGÞj-df-TV ¼ | of Proposition 2 with a ¼ 1 is satisﬁed. Thus we can apply
Proposition 2 with ambient manifold X ; open subset Uk ¼ cg0;kðnkÞ; function f
deﬁned by (9) to get a family of cycles Cð0;1Þ such that, for each eAð0; 1Þ;
Ce ¼ ChðGUeÞ and lime-0þ Ce ¼ ChðGUk Þ ¼ ChðGÞ;
where Ue ¼ fuAUk; f ðuÞ4eg:
Remark 5 tells us that the difference of cycles ChðGÞ and lime-1
 Ce is the
boundary of a certain chain. Because Reð/g0; mðdf ÞSÞ40 on V-Bk; this chain is
supported inside set (5).
We need to determine lime-1
 Ce: Let C˜ð0;1Þ be the family of cycles Cð0;1Þ restricted
to TUk: Then, for each eAð0; 1Þ;
C˜e ¼ Chðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞ and Ce ¼ ChðGUeÞ ¼ ð jUk+X Þ!C˜e:
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Note that when e412 the support of Ce lies inside p

1ðfxAX ; f ðxÞX12gÞ; and the set
fxAX ; f ðxÞX1
2
g is a compact subset of Uk: This implies that
lim
e-1

ChðGUeÞ ¼ lime-1
 Ce ¼ ð jUk+X Þ! lime-1
 C˜e
 
¼ð jUk+X Þ! lime-1
 Chðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞ
 
:
Thus we need to ﬁnd
lim
e-1

C˜e ¼ lim
e-1

Chðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞ:
Let Ve ¼ fuAUk; 0of ðuÞoeg; so that V1 ¼ V ¼ fuAUk; 0of ðuÞo1g:
Claim 11.
Chðð jUe+Uk Þ!ðGjUeÞÞ ¼ ChðGjUkÞ 
 ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ:
Proof. Note that
ðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞjUe ¼ ðGjUkÞjUe and ððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞjUe ¼ 0:
Similarly,
ðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞjVe ¼ 0 and ðGjUkÞjVe ¼ ððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞjVe :
This shows that the difference of these two cycles,
ChðGjUk Þ 
 ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ 
 Chðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞ;
is supported in
p
1ðsuppðGÞÞ-ðTUk\TðUe,VeÞÞ
¼ p
1ð f 
1ðeÞ-suppðGÞÞCp
1ð f 
1ðeÞ-BkÞ:
Thus it is enough to show that each xAf 
1ðeÞ-Bk lies in an open neighborhood
OxCUk such that the cycle in TOx
ChððGjUkÞjOxÞ 
 ChðððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞjOxÞ 
 Chððð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞjOxÞ
¼ ChðGjOxÞ 
 ChððRjVe-Ox+OxÞðGjVe-OxÞÞ 
 Chðð jUe-Ox+OxÞ!ðGjUe-OxÞÞ ð10Þ
is zero.
Because Reð/VFg0 ; df ðxÞSÞa0; there exists an open neighborhood OxCUk
containing x and smooth real-valued functions y2;y; y2n deﬁned on Ox such that
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f f 
 e; y2;y; y2ng form a CN system of coordinates on Ox centered at x and the
vector ﬁeld VFg0 is expressed in this coordinate system by
Fð f 
 eÞ @
@ð f 
 eÞ; 0;y; 0
 
;
for some nonvanishing single variable function F : By making Ox smaller if necessary,
we can assume that ð f 
 e; y2;y; y2nÞ maps Ox diffeomorphically onto an open cube
ð
d; dÞ2n; for some d40:
Until the rest of this proof we will regard GjOx as a sheaf on ð
d; dÞ2n via this
diffeomorphism. Write ð
d; dÞ2n ¼ ð
d; dÞ  *Ox; where *Ox ¼ f0g  ð
d; dÞ2n
1; and
let p2 : ð
d; dÞ2n7 *Ox be the projection setting the ﬁrst coordinate equal zero. Then
*Ox ¼ f 
1ðeÞ-Ox; Ve-Ox ¼ ð
d; 0Þ  *Ox and Ue-Ox ¼ ð0; dÞ  *Ox: Also let Cð
d;dÞ;
Cð0;dÞ and Cð
d;0Þ denote the constant sheaves on ð
d; dÞ; ð0; dÞ and ð
d; 0Þ;
respectively.
Since the sheaf GjUk is TR-equivariant,
ChðGjOxÞ ¼Chðð p2ÞðGj *OxÞÞ ¼ ChðCð
d;dÞ2Gj *OxÞ;
ChððRjVe-Ox+OxÞðGjVe-OxÞÞ ¼ChððRjð
d;0Þ+ð
d;dÞÞCð
d;0Þ2Gj *OxÞ;
Chðð jUe-Ox+OxÞ!ðGjUe-OxÞÞ ¼Chðð jð0;dÞ+ð
d;dÞÞ!Cð0;dÞ2Gj *OxÞ:
It is easy to see that
ChðCð
d;dÞÞ 
 ChððRjð
d;0Þ+ð
d;dÞÞCð
d;0ÞÞ 
 Chðð jð0;dÞ+ð
d;dÞÞ!Cð0;dÞÞ ¼ 0:
Hence it follows that cycle (10) is zero. This proves the claim. &
Thus
lim
e-1

Chðð jUe+Uk Þ!ðGjUeÞÞ ¼ ChðGjUkÞ 
 lime-1
 ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ:
Let us consider a function f 0 ¼ 1
 f on Uk: Then the set of uAUk where f 0ðuÞ is
positive is precisely the set V ¼ fuAUk; 0of ðuÞo1g: Then Proposition 4 applied to
manifold Uk; open set V ; function f
0 and sheaf GjUk tells us that there is a family of
cycles C˜0ð0;1Þ in T
Uk such that, for each eAð0; 1Þ; the specialization at 1
 e;
C˜01
e ¼ ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ:
Therefore,
lim
e-1

ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ ¼ lime-0þ C˜
0
e ¼ ChððRjV1+UkÞðGjV1ÞÞ:
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Hence (recall that V1 ¼ V )
lim
e-1

Chðð jUe+UkÞ!ðGjUeÞÞ ¼ ChðGjUkÞ 
 ChððRjV+UkÞðGjV ÞÞ:
Remark 12. If G is a constructible sheaf on a manifold M; Z a closed subset of M;
U ¼ M\Z its complement and i :Z-M; j : U-M the inclusion maps, then we have
a distinguished triangle
ðRiÞ 3 i!ðGÞ-G-ðRjÞ 3 jðGÞ:
Hence
ChðGÞ ¼ ChððRiÞ 3 i!ðGÞÞ þ ChððRjÞ 3 jðGÞÞ:
We apply this remark to the ambient manifold Uk; closed subset Z ¼ Uk\V ¼
f 
1ð1Þ; open subset V and sheaf GjUk to get
ChðGjUkÞ ¼ ChððRjf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ
!ðGjUkÞÞ þ ChððRjV+UkÞðGjV ÞÞ:
Hence
lim
e-1

ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ ¼ ChððRjf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ!ðGjUkÞÞ:
Let
Vk ¼ cg0;kðfðno; n0; n4ÞAnok "n0k"n4k ¼ nk; jjn0jjkorgÞ;
Vk is an open subset of X ; Vk-Ok ¼ Bk; and Bk is a closed subset of Vk:
Letting B0k ¼ f 
1ð1Þ-Bk ¼ N0k-Bk we get
lim
e-1

ChðGUeÞ ¼ ð jUk+X Þ! lime-1
 ChððRjVe+UkÞðGjVeÞÞ
 
¼Chðð jUk+X Þ! 3 ðRjf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ!ðGjUkÞÞ
¼Chðð jUk+X Þ! 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+UkÞ! 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+VkÞ! 3 ð jVk+UkÞ!ðGjUkÞÞ
¼Chðð jf 
1ð1Þ+X Þ! 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+VkÞ!ðFBk jVkÞÞ
¼ChððRjf 
1ð1Þ+X Þ 3 ð jf 
1ð1Þ+VkÞ! 3 ðRjBk+VkÞðFjBkÞÞ
¼ChððRjf 
1ð1Þ+X Þ 3 ðRjB0k+f 
1ð1ÞÞ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞÞ
¼ChððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBk ÞÞ:
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That is we have deformed the cycle ChðFOkÞ into
ChððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞÞ:
In the case when tR is split, Bk ¼ Ok; N0k ¼ fxkg and B0k ¼ fxkg; so
ChððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞÞ
¼ ChððRjfxkg+X Þ 3 ð jfxkg+OkÞ!ðFjOkÞÞ ¼ mkTxk X ;
where
mk ¼ wðRGfxkgðFjOkÞxkÞ;
and the orientation of Txk X is chosen so that if we write each zl as xl þ iyl ; l ¼
1;y; n; then the R-basis of Txk X
fðcg0;kÞj0ðdx1Þ; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdy1Þ;y; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdxnÞ; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdynÞg ð11Þ
is positively oriented. Thus we have deformed ChðFOkÞ into a cycle of desired type.
So let us assume that tR is not split. Because the sheaf F is GR-equivariant,
it follows from (8) that the cycle ChððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞÞ is just
mk ChððRjB0
k
+Uk
ÞðCB0kÞÞ; where CB0k denotes the constant sheaf on B
0
k and
mk ¼ wððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞxkÞ: ð12Þ
The set B0k is TR-invariant which implies that Reð/g0;mðzÞSÞ ¼ 0 for all
zAjChððRjB0
k
+Uk
ÞðCB0kÞÞj: We deﬁne a function f on Uk ¼ cg0;kðnkÞ by
f ðcg0;kðnÞÞ ¼ r2 
 jjnjj2k:
Note that Reð/g0; mðdf ðxÞÞSÞ ¼ 0 for xAB0k: Then using Proposition 4 and
Remark 5 we can deform the cycle ChððRjB0
k
+Uk
ÞðCB0kÞÞ into the cycle
ChððRjfxkg+UkÞðCfxkgÞÞ ¼ Txk X ; so that in the process of deformation we always
stay inside set (5). Here the orientation of Txk X is chosen so that the R-basis (11) of
Txk X is positively oriented.
Thus we have deformed the cycle ChðFOkÞ into mkTxk X ; and so we obtain a
deformation of the cycle ChðFÞ ¼ ChðFO1Þ þ?þ ChðFOjW j Þ into m1Tx1X þ?þ
mjW jTxjW jX : The coefﬁcient formula (12) holds for all g0Ag
0
R; no matter whether the
Cartan subalgebra tR containing g0 is split or not.
We will show in Appendix A that these coefﬁcients mk’s coincide with coefﬁcients
dg0;xk ’s in [SchV2].
Let us summarize the result of our deformation.
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Proposition 13. Pick an element g0Ag0R: Then there is Borel–Moore chain Cðg0Þ in
TX of dimension 2n þ 1 with the following properties:
(i) Cðg0Þ is conic, i.e. invariant under the action of the multiplicative group of positive
reals on TX :
(ii) The support of Cðg0Þ lies in the set fzATX ;Reð/g0; mðzÞSÞp0g:
(iii) Let x1;y; xjW j be the fixed points of g0 in X ; then there are integers m1;y; mjW j
such that
@Cðg0Þ ¼ ChðFÞ 
 ðm1Tx1X þ?þ mjW jTxjW jXÞ:
More specifically,
mk ¼ wððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞxkÞ;
and the orientation of Txk X is chosen so that if we write each zl as xl þ iyl ; then the
R-basis of Txk X
fðcg0;kÞj0ðdx1Þ; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdy1Þ;y; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdxnÞ; ðcg0;kÞj0ðdynÞg ð13Þ
is positively oriented.
Remark 14. Let gAtR-g0R be such that, for each root aAC; ReðaðgÞÞ has the same
sign as Reðaðg0ÞÞ and if Reðaðg0ÞÞ ¼ 0; then ImðaðgÞÞ has the same sign as Imðaðg0ÞÞ:
Then we can choose the Borel subgroup BgCG equal Bg0 : In this case the chain CðgÞ
is identical to Cðg0Þ:
5. Integration
In this section we will compute integral (4) ﬁrst under the assumption that the
form j is compactly supported in g0R and then in general.
Pick an element g0 lying in the support of j and let tR be the Cartan subalgebra
containing g0: There exists an open neighborhood O of g0 in g0R and a smooth map
o : O-GR with the following two properties:
(i) ojO-tR  e; the identity element of GR:
(ii) For every gAO; the conjugate Cartan subalgebra oðgÞtRoðgÞ
1 contains g:
Making O smaller if necessary, we can assume that both O and O-tR
are connected. Let t ¼ tR"itRCg be the complex Cartan subalgebra contain-
ing g0:
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Remark 15. One cannot deal with integral (4) ‘‘one Cartan algebra at a time’’ and
avoid introducing a map like o because the limit
lim
R-N
Z
tRðChðFÞ-fjjzjjoRg
e/g;mlðzÞSjðgÞð
sþ ptlÞn
may not exist.
From now on we will assume that the support of j lies in O: The case suppðjÞCg0R
can be reduced to this special case by a partition of unity argument.
Our biggest obstacle to making any deformation argument in order to compute
integral (4) is that the integration takes place over a cycle which is not compactly
supported and Stokes’ theorem no longer applies. In order to overcome this obstacle,
we will construct a deformation Yt :O TX-O TX ; tA½0; 1	; such that Y0 is
the identity map;
ReððYtÞ/g; mðzÞSÞoReð/g; mðzÞSÞ
for t40; gAO and zATM which does not lie in the zero section (Lemma 17); Yt
essentially commutes with scaling the ﬁber of TX (Lemma 18). The last two
properties will imply that the integralZ
gRðChðFÞ-fjjzjjoRg
ðYtÞðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ
converges absolutely for tAð0; 1	: Finally, the most important property of Yt is
stated in Lemma 19 which essentially says that we can replace our integrand
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn
with the pullback
ðYtÞðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ:
We introduce jW j coordinate systems on O TX in which the integrand looks
particularly simple. Let xk be one of the jW j ﬁxed points of g0: Then, for every gAO;
the point oðgÞ  xk is a ﬁxed point of g: As before, let bkCg be the Borel subalgebra
determined by xk: bk consists of all elements of g ﬁxing xk: This Borel subalgebra bk
in turn determines a positive root system such that bk contains t and all the negative
root spaces. Let nk be the nilpotent subalgebra of g containing all the positive root
spaces with respect to bk; so that g ¼ bk"nk as linear spaces. We deﬁne a map
ck :O nk-O X ;
ðg; nÞ/ðg;oðgÞ expðnÞ  xkÞ:
Then each ck is a diffeomorphism onto its image and their images for k ¼ 1;y; jW j
cover all of O X : Thus they form an atlas fc1;y;cjW jg of O X :
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Also, for each gAO; we deﬁne a map cg;k : nk-X ;
cg;kðnÞ ¼ ckðg; nÞ ¼ oðgÞ expðnÞ  xk:
Then, for each gAO; fcg;1;y;cg;jW jg is an atlas of X : Note that when g ¼ g0 or,
more generally, gAO-tR; oðgÞ ¼ e and the maps cg;1;y;cg;jW j are the same as the
maps cg0;1;y;cg0;jW j deﬁned at the beginning of the previous section.
We decompose nk into root spaces with respect to t: nk ¼"nl¼1 naxk ;l : Each naxk ;l is
a one-dimensional complex space, so we can choose a linear coordinate zl : naxk ;l *-C:
Let g˜ ¼ oðgÞ
1goðgÞ; g˜AtR: Then by Lemma 8, the vector ﬁeld VFg˜ on X generated
by g˜ is expressed in the coordinate system cg˜;k  cg0;k by
axk ;1ðg˜Þz1
@
@z1
þ?þ axk ;nðg˜Þzn
@
@zn
:
On the other hand, VFg has the same expression in the coordinate system cg;k as VFg˜
does in cg˜;k: Hence the vector ﬁeld VFg on X generated by g is expressed in the
coordinate system ck by
axk ;1ðg˜Þz1
@
@z1
þ?þ axk ;nðg˜Þzn
@
@zn
¼ axk ;1ðgÞz1
@
@z1
þ?þ axk ;nðgÞzn
@
@zn
: ð14Þ
Expand z1;y; zn to a standard coordinate system z1;y; zn; x1;y; xn on Tnk
so that every element of TnkCnk  nk is expressed in these coordinates as
ðz1;y; zn; x1 dz1 þ?þ xn dznÞ: This gives us a chart
*ck : ðg; z1;y; zn; x1;y; xnÞ-O TX
and an atlas f *c1;y; *cjW jg of O TX :
Because GR acts on X by complex automorphisms, the differential form s in these
coordinates is dz14dx1 þ?þ dzn4dxn:
Recall that ml ¼ mþ lx; hence the integrand e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn becomes
n!e/g;lxS expðaxk ;1ðgÞz1x1 þ?þ axk ;nðgÞznxnÞjðgÞð
sþ ptlÞn:
Let jjzjjk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jz1j2 þ?þ jznj2
q
and jjxjjk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jx1j2 þ?þ jxnj2
q
; these norms are
deﬁned inside respective charts and not globally on TX :
Find D sufﬁciently large so that the disks around ﬁxed points of g0
fc1ðg0; zÞ; jjzjj1pDg;y; fcjW jðg0; zÞ; jjzjjjW jpDg
cover all of X :
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Next ﬁnd an e40 small enough so that for each k ¼ 1;y; jW j
fckðg0; zÞ; jjzjjkpeg-
[
lak
fclðg0; zÞ; jjzjjlp3Dg ¼ |: ð15Þ
We will also assume that epD=2:
Let d :R-½0; 1	 be a smooth bump function which takes on value 1 on ½
D; D	;
vanishes outside ð
2D; 2DÞ; and is nondecreasing on negative reals, nonincreasing
on positive reals.
Let g :Rþ-ð0; 1	 be another smooth function such that gð½0; 1	Þ ¼ f1g; gðxÞ ¼ 1
x
for x42; 1
x
pgðxÞp2
x
for all xX1; and g is nonincreasing.
For each tA½0; 1	 and k ¼ 1;y; jW j; we will deﬁne a map Ykt :O TX-O
TX : First of all we deﬁne a diffeomorphism *Ykt on T
nkCnk  nk by
ðz1;y; zn; x1;y; xnÞ/ z1 
 %
axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ%x1;

y; zn 
 %axk ;nðgÞjaxk ;nðgÞj
tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ%xn; x1;y; xn

:
*Ykt shifts ðz1;y; znÞ by a vector

tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ
%axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
%x1;y;
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
%xn
 
;
which has length at most 2epD (because gðxÞp2
x
). Hence the maps *Ykt and ð *Ykt Þ
1
leave points outside the set fðz; xÞ; jjzjjkp3Dg completely unaffected. Then we use
the diffeomorphism between nk  nk and TðexpðnkÞ  xkÞCTX induced by the
map cg0;k : nk-X ; cg0;kðnÞ ¼ expðnÞ  xk to regard *Ykt as a map on TðexpðnkÞ  xkÞ:
But since *Ykt becomes the identity map when the basepoint of zAT
X lies away from
the compact subset
cg0;kðfz; jjzjjkp3DgÞCexpðnkÞ  xkCX ;
*Ykt can be extended by identity to a diffeomorphism T
X-TX :
Finally, we deﬁne Ykt :O TX-O TX using the ‘‘twisted’’ product structure
of O TX induced by oðgÞ: Recall that the group G acts on X which induces an
action on TX : For *gAG and zATX ; we denote this action by *g  z: Then, for
ðg; zÞAO TX ; we set
Ykt ðg; zÞ ¼ ðg;oðgÞ  ð *Ykt ðoðgÞ
1  zÞÞÞ:
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Inside the chart *ck centered at the point ðg0; xkÞ; Ykt is formally given by the same
expression as before:
ðg; z1;y; zn; x1;y; xnÞ/ g; z1 
 %
axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ%x1;

y; zn 
 %axk ;nðgÞjaxk ;nðgÞj
tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ%xn; x1;y; xn

;
that is we shift ðz1;y; znÞ by a vector

tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ
%axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
%x1;y;
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
%xn
 
: ð16Þ
This choice of coefﬁcients 
 %axk ;lðgÞjaxk ;lðgÞj and Eqs. (6) and (14) imply that
ReððYkt Þ/g; mðzÞSÞpReð/g; mðzÞSÞ; ð17Þ
and the equality occurs if and only if Ykt ðg; zÞ ¼ ðg; zÞ:
We deﬁne Yt :O TX-O TX by
Yt ¼ YjW jt 3? 3Y1t :
Observe that Y0 is the identity map. The following four lemmas are some of the key
properties of Yt that we will use.
Lemma 16. For each k ¼ 1;y; jW j; the maps Yt and Ykt coincide on the set
f *ckðg; z; xÞ; gAO; jjzjjkpegCO TX :
Proof. Follows immediately from condition (15). &
Lemma 17. If t40 and zATX does not lie in the zero section,
ReððYtÞ/g; mðzÞSÞoReð/g; mðzÞSÞ:
Proof. By (17), we have
ReððYtÞ/g; mðzÞSÞpReð/g; mðzÞSÞ;
and the equality is possible only if Ykt ðg; zÞ ¼ ðg; zÞ for all k ¼ 1;y; jW j: Because of
our choice of D; it means that the equality is possible only if t ¼ 0 or z lies in the zero
section. &
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Lemma 18. There exists an R040 (depending on t) such that whenever gAsuppðjÞ;
zATX and jjzjjXR0 we have Ytðg; EzÞ ¼ EYtðg; zÞ for all real EX1: That is Yt
almost commutes with scaling the fiber.
Moreover, there is an R˜040; independent of tAð0; 1	; such that R0 can be chosen to
be R˜0=t:
Proof. Recall that Yt ¼ YjW jt 3? 3Y1t : We will prove by induction on k that there
exists an R˜040 such that whenever gAsuppðjÞ and jjzjjXR˜0=t;
ðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; EzÞ ¼ EðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ
for all real EX1:
When jjxjjkX2=t; gðtjjxjjkÞ ¼ 1tjjxjjk and the shift vector in (16)

 tedðjjzjjkÞgðtjjxjjkÞ
%axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
%x1;y;
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
%xn
 
¼ 
edðjjzjjkÞjjxjjk
%axk ;1ðgÞ
jaxk ;1ðgÞj
%x1;y;
%anðgÞ
janðgÞj
%xn
 
ð18Þ
stays unchanged if we replace ðx1;y; xnÞ with ðEx1;y; ExnÞ; for any real EX1:
Hence in this situation Ykt ðg; EzÞ ¼ EYkt ðg; zÞ:
By induction hypothesis there is an R˜040 such that whenever gAsuppðjÞ and
jjzjjXR˜0=t;
ðYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; EzÞ ¼ EðYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ:
Making R˜0 larger if necessary, we can assume in addition that whenever
jjzððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkp2D and jjzjjXR˜0 we have jjxððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þ
ðg; zÞÞjjkX2; for all tA½0; 1	:
Then, for tAð0; 1	; jjzððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkp2D and jjzjjXR˜0=t imply
jjxððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkX2=t; and so
ðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; EzÞ ¼ EðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ:
On the other hand, if jjzððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjk42D; then by induction hypothesis
jjzjjXR˜0=t implies
ðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; EzÞ ¼ ðYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; EzÞ
¼EðYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ ¼ EðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ: &
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Now let us return to calculation of our integral (4). Instead of integrating
our original form e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn we ﬁx tAð0; 1Þ and integrate
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ: Doing so is justiﬁed by the following lemma which
will be proved in Section 7.
Lemma 19. For any tA½0; 1	; we have
lim
R-N
Z
g0
R
ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn

 Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞÞ ¼ 0:
Recall the Borel–Moore chain Cðg0Þ described in Proposition 13. Because O was
chosen so that both O and O-tR are connected, by Remark 14, for each gAO-tR;
we can choose CðgÞ equal Cðg0Þ: Moreover, for each gAO; we can choose CðgÞ equal
oðgÞCðg0Þ: These chains CðgÞ; gAO; piece together into a Borel–Moore chain
in O TX of dimension dimR gR þ 2n þ 1 which appears in each chart *ck as
O Cðg0Þ;
@C ¼ O ChðFÞ 
 O ðm1ToðgÞx1X þ?þ mjW jToðgÞxjW jXÞ
and the support of C lies inside fðg; zÞAO TX ; Reð/g; mðzÞSÞp0g:
Take an RX1 and restrict all cycles to the set fðg; zÞAO TX ; jjzjjpRg: Let
CpR denote the restriction of the cycle C; then it has boundary
@CpR ¼O ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ 
 C0ðRÞ

 O ðm1ðToðgÞx1X-fjjzjjpRgÞ þ?þ mjW jðToðgÞxjW jX-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ;
where C0ðRÞ is a ðdimR gR þ 2nÞ-chain supported in the set
fðg; zÞAO TX ; jjzjj ¼ R; Reð/g; mðzÞSÞp0g:
Because the chain C is conic, the piece of boundary C0ðRÞ depends on R by
appropriate scaling of C0ð1Þ in the ﬁber direction.
Lemma 20. For a fixed tAð0; 1	;
lim
R-N
Z
C0ðRÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Let R0 be as in Lemma 18. Then, for RXR0; the chain ðYtÞC0ðRÞ depends
on R by scaling ðYtÞC0ðR0Þ in the ﬁber direction.
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Recall that the coefﬁcients 
 %axk ;lðgÞjaxk ;lðgÞj in (16) are chosen so that for each l ¼ 1;y; n
the term axk ;lðgÞxlð

%axk ;lðgÞ
jaxk ;lðgÞj
%xlÞ ¼ 
jaxk ;lðgÞjjxl j2 is negative. Hence, for every ðg; zÞ
lying in the support of C0ðRÞ; the real part of /g; mðYtðg; zÞÞS is strictly negative.
By compactness of jðYtÞC0ðR0Þj-ðsuppðjÞ  TXÞ; there exists an e040 such
that, whenever ðg; zÞ lies in the support of ðYtÞC0ðR0Þ and g lies in the support
of j; we have Reð/g; mðzÞSÞp
 e0: Then, for all RXR0 and all
ðg; zÞAjðYtÞC0ðRÞj-ðsuppðjÞ  TXÞ; we have Reð/g; mðzÞSÞp
 e0 RR0:
Integrating the form Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ over the chain C0ðRÞ is
equivalent to integrating e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn ¼ e/g;mðzÞSe/g;lxðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn
over ðYtÞC0ðRÞ: Since the integrand decays exponentially over the support of
ðYtÞC0ðRÞ; the integral tends to zero as R-N: &
Thus
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
¼ lim
R-N
Z
OðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn
¼ lim
R-N
Z
OðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ
¼ lim
R-N
Z
C0ðRÞþOð
PjW j
k¼1 mkðToðgÞxk X-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ
¼ lim
R-N
Z
Oð
PjW j
k¼1 mkðToðgÞxk X-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ;
i.e. the integral over C0ðRÞ can be ignored and we are left with integrals over mkðO
ðToðgÞxk X-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ; for k ¼ 1;y; jW j: Because the integral converges abso-
lutely, we can let R-N and drop the restriction jjzjjpR:
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
¼
Z
Oð
PjW j
k¼1 mkT

oðgÞxk
XÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ: ð19Þ
Lemma 16 tells us that the maps Yt and Ykt coincide over T

oðgÞxk X :
YtjT
oðgÞxk
X  Ykt jToðgÞxk X :
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We also have dðjjzjjkÞ ¼ 1 and the exponential part Yt ð/g; mlðzÞSÞ of our integrand
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ becomes

tegðtjjxjjkÞðja1ðgÞjx1 %x1 þ?þ janðgÞjxn %xnÞ þYt/g; lxS: ð20Þ
We know that
R
g0
R
ChðFÞY

t ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ does not depend on t: So in
order to calculate its value we are allowed to regard it as a constant function of t and
take its limit as t-0þ:
We can break up our chain mkðToðgÞxk X Þ into two portions: one portion where
jjxðg; zÞjjkX1=t and the other where jjxðg; zÞjjko1=t:
Lemma 21.
lim
t-0þ
Z
mkðOðToðgÞxk X-fjjxðg;zÞjjkX1=tgÞÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. When jjxjjkX1=t; gðtjjxjjkÞX 1tjjxjjk and the exponential part (20) is at most

 ejjxjjk
ðjaxk ;1ðgÞjx1 %x1 þ?þ jaxk ;nðgÞjxn %xnÞ þYt/g; lxS:
But x1 %x1 þ?þ xn %xn ¼ jjxjj2k; so at least one of the xl %xlXjjxjj2k=n: Thus we get a new
estimate of (20) from above:

e
n
jaxk ;lðgÞjjjxjjk þYt/g; lxSp

e
nt
jaxk ;lðgÞj þYt/g; lxS:
Because the term Yt/g; lxS is bounded, the last expression tends to 
N as t-0þ;
i.e. the integrand decays exponentially and the lemma follows. &
Thus, in formula (19) the integral over the portion
mkðO ðToðgÞxk X-fjjxðg; zÞjjkX1=tgÞÞ
can be ignored tooZ
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
¼ lim
t-0þ
Z
PjW j
k¼1 mkðOðToðgÞxk X-fjjxðg;zÞjjko1=tgÞÞ
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ:
Finally, over the portion mkðO ðToðgÞxk X-fjjxðg; zÞjjko1=tgÞÞ; the function
gðtjjxjjkÞ is identically one, so the exponential part (20) reduces to

teðjaxk ;1ðgÞjx1 %x1 þ?þ jaxk ;nðgÞjxn %xnÞ þYt/g; lxS:
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We also have Yt ðjÞ ¼ j; Yt ðdxlÞ ¼ dxl ;
Yt ðdzlÞ ¼ 
d tegðtjjxjjkÞ
%axk ;lðgÞ
jaxk ;lðgÞj
%xl
 
¼ 
te %axk ;lðgÞjaxk ;lðgÞj
d %xl ;
and, because tl is a 2-from on X ;
Yt ðptlÞ ¼ t2
Xn
a;b¼1
ðAa;bðg; tx1;y; txnÞ dxa4dxb
þ Ba;bðg; tx1;y; txnÞ d %xa4dxb
þ Ca;bðg; tx1;y; txnÞ dxa4d %xb þ Da;bðg; tx1;y; txnÞ d %xa4d %xbÞ;
where each Aa;b; Ba;b; Ca;b; Da;b is a bounded function of ðg; tx1;y; txnÞ: Similarly,
Yt/g; lxS ¼ /g; loðgÞxkSþ t
Xn
c¼1
ðxcEcðg; tx1;y; txnÞ þ %xcFcðg; tx1;y; txnÞÞ
for some bounded functions Ec; Fc of ðg; tx1;y; txnÞ; c ¼ 1;y; n:
Thus we end up integrating
n!e/g;loðgÞxkSe
teðjaxk ;1ðgÞjx1 %x1þ?þjaxk ;nðgÞjxn %xnÞ
 et
Pn
c¼1 ðxcEcðg;tx1;y;txnÞþ%xcFcðg;tx1;y;txnÞÞ
 jðgÞ4 ðteÞn %axk ;1ðgÞjaxk ;1ðgÞj
?
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
d %x14dx14?4d %xn4dxn

þ terms containing Yt ðptlÞ

over mkðO ðToðgÞxk X-fjjxðg; zÞjjko1=tgÞÞ: (Recall that the orientation of this
chain is determined by the product orientation on O ToðgÞxk X ; and the orientation
of ToðgÞxk X is given by (13).) Changing variables yl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
et
p
xl for l ¼ 1;y; n we
obtain
mkn!
Z
O
e/g;loðgÞxkSjðgÞ
Z
fjy1j2þ?þjynj2oetg
e
jaxk ;1ðgÞjjy1j
2
?
jaxk ;nðgÞjjynj
2
 e
ﬃ
t
p Pn
c¼1 ðycEcðg;
ﬃ
t
p
y1;y;
ﬃ
t
p
ynÞþ %ycFcðg;
ﬃ
t
p
y1;y;
ﬃ
t
p
ynÞÞ
 %axk ;1ðgÞjaxk ;1ðgÞj
?
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
d %y14dy14?4d %yn4dyn þ t  ðbounded termsÞ
 
:
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Because the term
ﬃﬃ
t
p Xn
c¼1
ðycEcðg;
ﬃﬃ
t
p
y1;y;
ﬃﬃ
t
p
ynÞ þ %ycFcðg;
ﬃﬃ
t
p
y1;y;
ﬃﬃ
t
p
ynÞÞ
can be bounded on fjy1j2 þ?þ jynj2oetg independently of t; by the Lebesgue
dominant convergence theorem this integral tends to
mkn!
Z
O
e/g;loðgÞxkSjðgÞ
Z
fðy1;y;ynÞACng
e
jaxk ;1ðgÞjjy1j
2
?
jaxk ;nðgÞjjynj
2
 %axk ;1ðgÞjaxk ;1ðgÞj
?
%axk ;nðgÞ
jaxk ;nðgÞj
d %y14dy14?4d %yn4dyn
¼ mkn!ð2piÞn
Z
O
e/g;loðgÞxkSjðgÞ
axk ;1ðgÞyaxk ;nðgÞ
as t-0þ: Therefore, this is the value of our original integral (2).
The last expression may appear to be missing a factor of 2n; but it is correct
because we are using the convention (11.1.2) in [KaScha] to identify the complex-
iﬁcation of the real cotangent bundle TðXRÞ#RC with the product TX X T %X of
the cotangent bundles of the complex manifolds X and %X: Here %X is a complex
manifold such that %XR ¼ XR; but the holomorphic functions on %X are the anti-
holomorphic functions on X : Under this identiﬁcation, the standard symplectic
structure on TðXRÞ equals 2 ReðsÞ:
So far we assumed that the support of j lies in some open subset OCg0R of a
special kind. When g lied inside O the set of points in X ﬁxed by g could be expressed
as foðgÞ  x1;y;oðgÞ  xjW jg: Of course, the function o was deﬁned on O only. Now
we are interested in the global situation, so, for each gAg0R; we denote by
fx1ðgÞ;y; xjW jðgÞg the set of points in X ﬁxed by g enumerated in a completely
arbitrary way. Similarly, when g lied inside O; each coefﬁcient mk was constant. Now
we need to recognize that the coefﬁcients mk are not constant on g0R globally—they
are only locally constant. To emphasize this dependence on g and the choice of ﬁxed
point xkðgÞ we will write mxkðgÞ for the multiplicity of the cycle TxkðgÞX :
We deﬁne a function F˜ on g0R by
F˜ðgÞ ¼
XjW j
k¼1
mxkðgÞe
/g;lxk ðgÞS
axkðgÞ;1ðgÞyaxkðgÞ;nðgÞ
:
A simple partition of unity argument proves the formula
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn ¼
Z
gR
F˜j; ð21Þ
when the form j is compactly supported in g0R; an open subset of the set of regular
semisimple elements in gR whose complement has measure zero. Now suppose that
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the support of j does not lie inside g0R: We know from the ﬁxed point character
formula in [SchV2] that the function F˜ deﬁned on g0R is a character of a certain
admissible representation of ﬁnite length, hence by Theorem 3.3 of [A] a locally L1
function on gR: Let fjlgNl¼1 be a partition of unity on g0R subordinate to the covering
by those open sets O’s. Then j can be realized on g0R as a pointwise convergent series:
j ¼
XN
l¼1
jlj:
Because F˜AL1locðgRÞ; the series
PN
l¼1
R
gR
F˜jlj converges absolutely. Hence
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
ml #jð
sþ ptlÞn
¼
XN
l¼1
1
ð2piÞnn!
Z
ChðFÞ
mldjljð
sþ ptlÞn
¼
XN
l¼1
Z
gR
F˜jlj ¼
Z
gR
F˜j;
which proves the integral character formula (21) in general.
It remains to justify integrating the form Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ instead of
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn:
6. Proof of Lemma 19
Because the form e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn is closed, the integralZ
g0
R
ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn 
Yt ðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞÞ
¼
Z
g0
R
ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ
ðYtÞðg0RðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ
e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn
is equal to the integral of e/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞn over the chain traced by Yt0 ðO
@ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ as t0 varies from 0 to t: We will show that this integral tends
to zero as R-N:
Since ChðFÞ is a cycle in TX ; the chain O @ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ is supported
inside the set O fzATX ; jjzjj ¼ Rg: Because R-N; we can assume that R40:
Then the chain traced by Yt0 ðO @ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞÞ as t0 varies from 0 to t lies
away from the zero section O TX X in O TX :
If we regard Y as a map O TX  ½0; 1	-O TX ; we get an integral of
Yðe/g;mlðzÞSjð
sþ ptlÞnÞ over the chain O @ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ  ½0; t	:
The idea is to integrate out the O variable and check that the result decays faster
than any negative power of R:
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Clearly, YðjÞ ¼ j and Lemma 17 says that
Y/g; mðzÞS ¼ /g; mðzÞS
 kðg; z; t0Þ
for some smooth function kðg; z; t0Þ which has positive real part. The integral in
question can be rewritten asZ
O@ðChðFÞ-fjjzjjpRgÞ½0;t	
e/g;mðzÞSe
kðg;z;t
0ÞjðgÞYðe/g;lxSð
sþ ptlÞnÞ:
We pick a system of local coordinates ðx1;y; xnÞ of X and construct respective local
coordinates ðx1;y; xn; Z1;y; ZnÞ of TX : Suppose that we know that all the partial
derivatives of all orders of e
kðg;z;t
0Þ and Yð
sþ ptlÞ with respect to the g variable
can be bounded independently of z and t0 on the set suppðjÞ  fzATX ; jjzjj40g 
½0; t	: Let y1;y; ym be a system of linear coordinates on gR; write mðzÞ ¼ b1ðzÞ
dy1 þ?þ bmðzÞ dym; thenZ
gR
e/g;mðzÞSe
kðg;z;t
0ÞjðgÞYðe/g;lxSð
sþ ptlÞnÞ
¼ 
 1
blðzÞ
Z
gR
e/g;mðzÞS
@
@yl
ðe
kðg;z;t0ÞjðgÞYðe/g;lxSð
sþ ptlÞnÞÞ;
and the last integral can be bounded by a constant multiple of Rn: We can keep
performing integration by parts to get the desired estimate just like for the ordinary
Fourier transform. Thus (after integrating out the O-variable) we see that the
integrand indeed decays rapidly in the ﬁber variable of TX : Hence our integral
tends to zero as R-N:
To show boundedness of the partial derivatives with respect to g we replace local
coordinates ðx1;y; xn; Z1;y; ZnÞ on TX without the zero section with ‘‘spherical
coordinates’’ ðx1;y; xn; v; nÞ; where
n ¼ jjðx1;y; xn; Z1;y; ZnÞjj; jjðx1;y; xn; vÞjj ¼ 1
and
n  ðx1;y; xn; vÞ ¼ ðx1;y; xn; Z1;y; ZnÞ:
This change makes all variables bounded, except for only one, n: Recall that
y1;y; ym is a system of linear coordinates on gR: Thus we can introduce a system of
coordinates on O fzATX ; jjzjj40g  ½0; t	:
ðy1;y; ym; x1;y; xn; v; n; t0nÞ:
Note that there is no ‘‘twist’’ by the action of GR in this coordinate system. It is just
the direct product of the coordinate systems for O; fzATX ; jjzjj40g and ½0; t	;
except that the coordinate t0 of ½0; t	 got replaced with t0n:
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Because suppðjÞ is compact, the coordinates y1;y; ym can be treated as bounded.
Thus we are left with two unbounded coordinates, n and t0n:
A close examination of the deﬁnition of Ykt0 shows that, as long as
Ykt0 ðy1;y; ym; x1;y; xn; v; n; t0nÞ
lies in the same coordinate system, Ykt0 can be written in these coordinates as
Ykt0 ðy1;y; ym; x1;y; xn; v; n; t0nÞ
¼ ðy1;y; ym; x1 þ x˜1;y; xn þ x˜n; v þ v˜; nþ *n; t0nþft0nÞ;
where x˜1;y; x˜n; v˜; *n and ft0n are some functions which depend on y1;y; ym;
x1;y; xn; v; t0n and not on n: Hence same is true of Y: On the other hand, when
Ykt0 ðy1;y; ym; x1;y; xn; v; n; t0nÞ lies outside of this coordinate system, we can arrive
to the same conclusion about Ykt0 and Y using another coordinate chart of the same
kind which contains the image. In other words, Y is different form the identity map
by something that does not depend on n: Next we observe that Lemma 18 implies
that x˜1;y; x˜n; v˜; *n andft0n become constant with respect to t0n when t0n is larger than
some R˜0: This shows that the partial derivatives of Y and hence the partial
derivatives of Yð
sþ ptlÞ are bounded.
Note that this argument also shows that the function
1
jjzjj k ¼
1
jjzjj ð/g; mðzÞS
Y

t0/g; mðzÞSÞ
depends on y1;y; ym; x1;y; xn; v; t0n and not on n:
It remains to prove boundedness of the partial derivatives of e
kðg;z;t
0Þ with respect
to the g variable. Recall that the proof of Lemma 18 was based on the property of g
that gðtjjxjjkÞ ¼ 1tjjxjjk when tjjxjjk42: On the other hand, the next lemma is based on
the property of g that gðtjjxjjkÞ ¼ 1 when tjjxjjko1:
Lemma 22. There exist a smooth bounded function *kðg; v; t0Þ defined on
O fzATX ; jjzjj ¼ 1g  ½0; 1	
and a real number r˜040 such that, whenever t0jjzjjpr˜0;
kðg; z; t0Þ ¼ t0jjzjj2  *k g; zjjzjj; t
0
 
:
Moreover, Reð *kÞ is positive and bounded away from zero for gAsuppðjÞ:
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Proof. There exists r0X1 such that, for all k ¼ 1;y; jW j; whenever gAsuppðjÞ;
zATX ; jjzðg; zÞjjkp3D we have
jjzjjp1 implies jjxðg; zÞjjkpr0 and jjxðg; zÞjjkp1 implies jjzjjpr0:
Hence, under the same conditions, we also have
jjzjjps implies jjxðg; zÞjjkpsr0 and jjxðg; zÞjjkps implies jjzjjpsr0;
for all s40:
It follows by induction on k that, whenever gAsuppðjÞ; zATX ; jjzjjps; we have
jjðYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞjjpsðr0Þ2k: Indeed, suppose that the statement holds for k ¼ l: If
jjzððYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjlþ1X2D; then
ðYlþ1t 3Ylt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ ¼ ðYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ;
and so
jjðYlþ1t 3Ylt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞjj ¼ jjðYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞjj
p sðr0Þ2lpsðr0Þ2ðlþ1Þ:
Or else jjzððYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjlþ1p2D; in which case
jjzððYlþ1t 3Ylt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjlþ1p3D;
and so
jjðYlþ1t 3Ylt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞjjp r0jjxððYlþ1t 3Ylt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjlþ1
¼ r0jjxððYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjlþ1
p r20jjðYlt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞjjpsðr0Þ2ðlþ1Þ;
which proves the induction step.
Let r˜0 ¼ ðr0Þ1
2jW j: Then, for all k ¼ 1;y; jW j 
 1; whenever gAsuppðjÞ; zATX ;
jjzjjpr˜0=t; we have
dðjjzððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkÞgðtjjxððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkÞ
¼ dðjjzððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞjjkÞ:
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Write
/g; mðzÞS
Yt/g; mðzÞS
¼ ð/g; mðzÞS
/g; mðY1t ðg; zÞÞSÞ
þ?þ ð/g; mððYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞS
/g; mððYkt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞSÞ
þ?þ ð/g; mððYjW j
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞS
/g; mððYjW jt 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞÞSÞ:
Then let ðg; zkÞ ¼ ðYk
1t 3? 3Y1t Þðg; zÞ and notice that, in the coordinate system *ck;
/g; mðzkÞS
/g; mðYkt ðg; zkÞÞS
¼ tedðjjzjjkðg; zkÞÞgðtjjxðg; zkÞjjkÞ
 ðjaxk ;1ðgÞjx1ðg; zkÞ%x1ðg; zkÞ þ?þ jaxk ;nðgÞjxnðg; zkÞ%xnðg; zkÞÞ
¼ tedðjjzjjkðg; zkÞÞ  ðjaxk ;1ðgÞjjx1ðg; zkÞj2 þ?þ jaxk ;nðgÞjjxnðg; zkÞj2Þ
¼ tjjzjj2edðjjzjjkðg; zkÞÞ 
jaxk ;1ðgÞjjx1ðg; zkÞj2 þ?þ jaxk ;nðgÞjjxnðg; zkÞj2
jjzjj2 :
Hence, when t0jjzjjpr˜0; we get
kðg; z; t0Þ ¼ /g; mðzÞS
Yt0/g; mðzÞS ¼ t0jjzjj2  *k g;
z
jjzjj; t
0
 
for some smooth bounded function *kðg; v; t0Þ deﬁned on O fzATX ; jjzjj ¼
1g  ½0; 1	: It is clear that Reð *kÞ is positive. Because the set suppðjÞ 
fzATX ; jjzjj ¼ 1g  ½0; 1	 is compact, Reð *kÞ is bounded away from zero on this
set. &
Thus in the region deﬁned by t0npr˜0 the function in question becomes
e
kðg;z;t
0Þ ¼ e
t
0 jjzjj2 *kðg; zjjzjj;t0Þ
for some smooth bounded function *k whose real part Reð *kÞ is positive and bounded
away from zero. Because the set suppðjÞ  fzATX ; jjzjj ¼ 1g  ½0; 1	 is compact,
all the partial derivatives of *k with respect to the g variable can be bounded on this
set. Hence it follows that all the partial derivatives of e
t
0n2 *k with respect to g variable
are bounded on the region gAsuppðjÞ; t0npr˜0:
Finally, suppose that t0nXr˜0: We already know that the function 1jjzjj k can be
written independently of the variable n: Lemma 18 implies that the function 1jjzjj k
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becomes constant with respect to t0n when t0n is larger than some constant R˜0: Thus
all the partial derivatives of 1jjzjj k are bounded.
On the other hand, Lemma 17 implies that 1jjzjjReðkÞ is positive and bounded away
from zero for gAsuppðjÞ; t0nXr˜0: Hence boundedness of the partial derivatives of
1
jjzjj k implies that the partial derivatives of e

jjzjj 1jjzjj k with respect to g variable are
bounded on the region gAsuppðjÞ; t0nXr˜0:
This shows that all the partial derivatives of all orders of e
kðg;z;t
0Þ with respect to
the g variable can be bounded independently of z and t0 on the set suppðjÞ 
fzATX ; jjzjj40g  ½0; t	: Hence we proved Lemma 19. &
Appendix A. Equality of coefﬁcients
In this appendix we will show that the coefﬁcients mk’s coincide with coefﬁcients
dg0;xk ’s in [SchV2]. Recall that
mk ¼ wððRjB0
k
+X Þ 3 ð jB0k+BkÞ
!ðFjBkÞxkÞ
¼ wðð jfxkg+OkÞðRjB0k+OkÞ 3 ð jB0k+OkÞ
!ðFjOkÞÞ
¼ wðRGB0
k
ðFjOkÞxkÞ ¼ wðRGfxkgðFjOkÞxkÞ þ wðRGB0k\fxkgðFjOkÞxkÞ;
and formula (5.25b) from [SchV2] says that
dg0;xk ¼ wðHOkðDFÞxkÞ ¼ wðHOkðDFÞxkÞ ¼ wðð jxk+OkÞ
 3 ð jOk+X Þ!ðDFÞÞ;
where DF is the Verdier dual ofF: It follows from Proposition 3.1.13 and Example
3.4.5 of [KaScha] that
ð jOk+X Þ!ðDFÞCDOkðFjOkÞ:
Hence by Proposition 3.4.3 of [KaScha]
dg0;xk ¼ wðDOk ðFjOkÞxkÞ ¼ wðR HomðRGfxkgðOk;FjOkÞ;CÞÞ
¼ wðRGfxkgðOk;FjOkÞÞ ¼ wðRGfxkgðFjOkÞxkÞ:
Thus to show mk ¼ dg0;xk it is enough to show that
wðRGB0
k
\fxkgðFjOkÞxkÞ ¼ wððRjB0k\fxkg+OkÞ 3 ð jB0k\fxkg+OkÞ
!ðFjOkÞxkÞ ¼ 0: ðA:1Þ
Let
Be ¼ cg0;kðfn0An0k; jjn0jjkoegÞ:
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Then
ðRjB0
k
\fxkg+OkÞ 3 ð jB0k\fxkg+OkÞ
!ðFjOk Þxk ¼ lim
Be
FF-
RGBe\fxkgðBe\fxkg; ðFjOk ÞÞ:
The sheaf F being GR-equivariant and inclusion (8) together imply that, whenever
eor; each cohomology sheaf Hlðð jBe\fxkg+OkÞ!ðFjOkÞÞ is a multiple of the constant
sheaf on Be\fxkg: Thus, because the Euler characteristic of Be\fxkg is zero,
wRGBe\fxkgðBe\fxkg; ðFjOkÞÞ ¼ 0;
which proves (A.1). This ﬁnishes our proof that the coefﬁcients mk’s and dg0;xk ’s are
equal.
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